Reduce claim expenses
and increase efficiencies
through Xybion’s Suite of
Managed Care
Applications.

Evidence Based Medical Bill Review
Your process. Your Way.
Our Emidence XD Medical Billing software module is a
comprehensive, unified medical billing solution that
streamlines billing workflows, reduces errors, decreases
costs, and automates your billing processes. Integrated
with our proprietary Workers’ Comp Cloud, Emidence XD
Medical Billing is a robust, intuitive, easy-to-use,
customizable billing platform that allows you to have your
process, your way.
Our platform is more than an adjudication system. The
configuration of our bill review system is a consultative
process. We understand our clients have a broad range of
claim philosophies and while state legislatures and
regulators make rules, interpretation of those rules may
differ. We incorporated an option driven system allowing
for almost infinite custom configuration possibilities.

Next Generation
Solutions for Health and
Safety
•

Occupational health and safety

•

OSHA and state reporting

•

Soft tissue injury management
and medical care

Benefits of Xybion’s Medical Bill Review Platform
•

100% cloud-based and accessible via any device

•

Embedded evidence based guidelines

•

Easily integrates with third party vendors

•

No software to download

•

Immediately access and connect internal systems that
drive medical bill review

•

Completely configurable - updates take days, not
months

•

Absence management

•

Evidence based medical bill
review

•

Multiple bill intake options—embedded document
management decreases processing turn-around-times

•

Enterprise content
management

•

Real-time fee schedule and usual and customary value
updates

•

Care and case management

•

Real–time access to bills in all statuses

•

Network management and
credentialing

•

Embedded reporting

•

Fully compliant with latest data standards and
regulatory guidelines

•

Established interfaces with clearinghouses and
preferred provider organizations

•

E-occupational health practice
management
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Comprehensive Medical Bill Review - Ensuring Data
Integrity, Cost Containment and Lower Health Benefit Costs
Xybion’s flexible, rules-based bill review engine combined with the power of our cloud platform will
ensure best-in-class accuracy and turnaround time. The software platform is integrated in real-time with
the latest fee schedules, state-specific rules, clinical best practice guidelines and EDI connectivity to
provider networks.
The software delivers a high level of fee schedule automation to maximize your workers' compensation
savings. Our intuitive and efficient user interface will allow your employees to be productive quickly.
Here are some of the core Bill Review features:
•

Fee schedule values

•

Client specific business rules

•

Out of network negotiation

•

•

PPOs, MPNs and other specialty network
connections

Standard and custom reporting, data analytics
and business intelligence

•

Accept bills in multiple formats (scanned, fax,
mail, electronic, etc.)

Medical Bill Review - Additional Features:
Appropriateness of Care - The platform reviews whether a provider can invoice for the service billed.
Example - A Registered Physical Therapist may not bill for a physician office visit.
Unbundling - Since the supply or service was already allowed under a previous billing, the platform
checks for this and determines that the unbundled code should be denied.
Duplicate Billing - The platform will identify and deny payment for services or supplies that duplicate
previous charges.
Utilization Review - A platform warning can alert both the provider and the adjuster to potential over
treatment and will request objective documentation from the provider.

Level of Service - The service would be reviewed as 99214 or 99213. However, the platform will prompt
the user that the service 99215 requires a diagnosis that carries a high level of medical decision-making
and a high risk of death or permanent disability and is therefore inappropriate.
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Multiple Bill Intake
Methods:
Our interface
provides multiple
options and formats
for billing that can
save time and effort
for the patients and
the providers:
• EDI / FTP
• Scanned Bills / Fax
• Email / Mail
• Manual

Diagnosis and CPT
Entry: It has all
possible diagnosis
options that can be
readily chosen and
auto-populated.
Embedded rules
allow customizable
triggers. For
instance, when
diagnosis codes do not support the CPT codes or services
rendered, manual entry can be done.

EDI Support:
Integration with
PPO networks is
another added
feature that
evaluates preexisting
relationships with multiple PPO providers to assist
with additional savings. Bills that are uploaded to the
core system, bridge directly to the network to include
the contract rates applied and thereby save money for
the patients.

Billing Dashboard: The billing review software platform includes a robust, real-time dashboard
that displays KPI’s and other key data sets that are role-based and integrate number of bills by
client, daily savings, status of multiple bills, workload and assignee’s information.
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An Expert Partner Powering Your Service Experience through Technology
Workers’ Comp Cloud within Emidence XD, is a cloud-based, low-code, rapidly configurable new
generation digital platform that integrates process, quality and compliance management with data
integrity; all within an integrated Enterprise Content Management system. All data is in a single database,
facilitating a single source of truth, securely accessed in the cloud.
It is purpose-built to manage the employee care, risk, safety and compliance for employers, insurance
companies and TPAs. ACOEM, ODG, OSHA, Digital ICD-10 billing and Digital Bill Review are all integrated
for seamless workflow and process management. This mobile enabled platform allows you to have your
own application, rapidly configure it to your business processes and have the comfort of knowing that you
are working from the same data used by the previous work step and the work step that you will hand over
to next.

About Xybion
Xybion is a leading SaaS company dedicated to
providing life sciences and health systems
companies with innovative software solutions to
accelerate the transformation of today’s
inventions into tomorrow’s approved medicines,
devices, and diagnostic tests designed to save
lives and keep employees safe. Our intelligent
cloud platform and software solutions help
companies accelerate digital transformation of
processes, speed up innovation, optimize
operations, reduce compliance risks, and achieve
significant cost savings.

biopharmaceutical companies. Xybion’s global
scale and expertise brings employees around the
world to help companies in life sciences, health
systems, research institutions, and governments.
We help companies digitally transform their
regulated business operations. Our unique
solutions focus on employee health and safety,
integrated preclinical lab management, earlystage drug discovery, digital lab solutions,
regulatory compliance, GRC, quality
management, predictive compliance, content
management, and systems validation.

Xybion is serving over 160 customers in 29
countries including all the top 20 global
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